for this package taken as a whole, is “world government,” alias “globalization,” or “re-inventing government.”

The most notable feature of the Wall Street side of this BAC cabal, has been its role in bringing into the U.S.A. the British campaign to destroy the sovereignty of our United States, by outlawing the existence of all sovereign nations, excepting, presumably, that of the British monarchy, the latter in its capacity as the de jure emperor of the British Commonwealth.\(^5\) This scheme is the so-called “World Federalist,” or “World Government” scheme. It is also known, as just noted above, as the “re-inventing government” plot which Vice-President Al Gore has been conducting under the guidance of the Duke of Edinburgh’s Transparency International organization.\(^5\)

The scheme to establish such a world government is known as a British project from early in this century, an undertaking associated with names such as H.G. Wells, Lord Lothian, and Bertrand Russell. It was H.G. Wells, writing immediately prior to World War I, who pin-pointed the trick selected to bring world government into being. It was the same Bertrand Russell from the New Age spookery who played the leading role, during and following World War II, in bringing that world government scheme to the verge of fruition. Indeed, as I shall summarize the relevant facts, Russell’s nuclear-weapons version of world government and the Russell-linked spread of New Age ideology, are interdependent features of the same strategic undertaking. This combination of nuclear-tipped world-government schemes and New Age ideology, are the one crucial issue underlying all of the world’s dangerous and otherwise most significant strategic conflicts of today.

I have documented this at length in various published locations. I summarize the case here.

### 4.2 Nuclear weapons, Henry Kissinger, and world government

Nuclear war was first seriously proposed publicly by the sexually hyperactive science-fiction writer, wild-eyed utopian, and Fabian Society leader H.G. Wells. His proposal was first made public, shortly before the outbreak of a World War I, during which Wells, notably, would serve as foreign propaganda minister for the British monarchy. From the start, Wells proposed the development and use of nuclear weapons as a device to force nations to give up their sovereignty, to kneel before the imperial authority of world government. Later, during the late 1920s, following the public reconciliation arranged between Wells and Bertrand Russell, around Wells’ *The Open Conspiracy* plan, Russell moved toward his later, successful role in inducing the U.S.A. to develop nuclear weapons. A bit later than that, with help of the notoriously compulsive mad bomber Winston Churchill, those weapons were actually dropped, for no defensible military purpose, on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

As in his public declaration, in the September 1946 edition of *The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists*, Russell was most emphatic in stating that he was promoting nuclear weapons for no other purpose but establishing world government. Russell insisted, then, and later, that the U.S.A. and Britain should prepare to bomb the Soviet Union with nuclear weapons, for the contingency that Soviet General Secretary Josef Stalin might refuse to submit to transforming the United Nations Organization into an actual world government, thus eliminating the sovereignties of all of the world’s nation-states. In the later course of time, Russell’s continued advocacy of a nuclear-weapons road to world government, not only gave a peculiar kind of second birth to Henry A. Kissinger, but came damned close to qualifying Russell for the post even Hitler had been denied, as a virtual reincarnation of the Anti-Christ figure Tiberius.

Do not blame the British Empire’s leading scientist, Lord Rutherford for it, but the political history of nuclear weapons, begins with him. It was the writing and public lectures of a Canadian chemist and associate of Rutherford’s, Frederick Soddy, shortly after the beginning of the Twentieth Century, who first alerted popular audiences to the fact that newly discovered physical principles, with which Rutherford’s work was associated, now made feasible the planned development of both nuclear-fission power and nuclear-fission weapons. The idea of uranium-based nuclear fission came later, gradually, beginning the 1920s, but Soddy’s work convinced many relevant circles, including H.G. Wells, of the general nature of the physical principles involved.

Wells, for all his dyed-in-the-wool kookishness, received sufficient advice on the scientific feasibility of nuclear fission’s use, to recognize the importance of the fission process as providing a source of energy-flux-density orders of magnitude beyond the possibility of any molecular form of chemical reaction. He was sufficiently well-informed, by Soddy, of the analogous implications of fission chain-reaction explosions. Already, before World War I, Wells saw fission weapons as the most terrible weapon of warfare ever conceived. All of his apocalyptic genre of science-fiction novels written after that point, reflected, explicitly or otherwise, his stated, non-
fictional passion, to use fission weapons as the one weapon so terrifying that nations would submit to world government, rather than risk war.

Wells’ earlier thoughts and proposals on this matter were based upon the relative high-density of radiation of radium. Uranium, with much lower density fission-rates, was not yet considered a serious candidate for such uses.

The Solvay international science conference sessions of the 1920s, in some of which Russell played a certain, rather key role, were used to indoctrinate relevant scientists into accepting a general agreement, that the possibility of controlled nuclear fission, involved matters of facts which were to be denied and suppressed for reasons of policies set in the higher political and financial circles of what passed then for the Gods of Olympus.54 Those induced to join this pact of silence, included a figure who later played a key role in actual development of fission weapons, and contributed toward the development of controlled fusion processes, Enrico Fermi. However, when Russell, through his spy, Niels Bohr, learned of the 1938 Berlin success of Otto Hahn et al., in demonstrating the feasibility of a uranium-based fission reaction, the cat was out of the bag! Russell went immediately to work, using such of his Hungarian-refugee assets as Leo Szilard and Eugene Wigner, to induce Albert Einstein to sign that letter to President Franklin Roosevelt which set the Manhattan Project into motion.

The information which the British conduited to the President by such and other means, included a hoax. Contrary to Russell’s intentionally misleading report, Hitler’s Germany was not going to develop fission weapons. My own and my associates’ discussions with persons who had then been among Germany’s relevant, leading rocket and nuclear scientists, conducted during the course of the recent three decades, have proven to me as to others, that perhaps German scientists would have undertaken that course, and Jesuit-trained Propaganda Minister Josef Goebbels, on his own account, might have had thoughts in such directions. A Germany under such a fanatically anti-science freak as Adolf Hitler would not, and probably lacked the means to do so, with or without Hitler, under the conditions of that time.

Indeed, all of the “wonder weapon” traffic in the closing, desperate months of the war in Europe, like Goebbels’ phantom military legions, represented the uncorking of previously existing, virtually moth-balled German scientific-industrial potentials, such as that of Peenemünde, which the Nazi regime had previously effectively blocked, that on grounds of Hitler’s well-known, virtually “Greenie” aversion to science, scientists, and reason in general.

Russell was not pushing nuclear-weapons development because he anticipated that Germany would actually develop such weapons; he was well-informed to the contrary. As his declaration in the September 1946 edition of Leo Szilard’s The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists attests, Russell’s purpose was the post-war use of fission weapons, to terrorize the world into kneeling before the imperial authority of world government.

The so-called issues of the August 1945 nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were never debatable among competent military and political authorities. There was never a military need for the U.S. to invade Japan with ground forces at that time. MacArthur, with the aid of a very effective naval and aerial blockade of Japan’s imports, had already won the war. It was a matter of waiting for Japan’s military to realize they had no alternative, but to accept Emperor Hirohito’s agreement, via Vatican channels of later Pope Paul VI, to accept honorable terms of surrender. Those were, in fact, the terms actually imposed under MacArthur’s occupation. The nuclear bombing occurred, not for military reasons, but because the British demanded it of President Truman. Two bombs were dropped, because that was all that existed in the arsenal at the time; if more existed, more, doubtless, would have been dropped.

It was in the immediate aftermath of that bombing of Japan, that Russell prepared to go public with his 1946 proposal for a “preventive” nuclear war against the Soviet Union. Not so curiously, circles linked to Russell’s networks leaked U.S. nuclear-weapons information to the Soviet Union. This made certain, that the imminence of a nuclear war between the U.S.A. and Soviet Union could be brought toward that global strategic boiling-point which Russell’s world-government schemes demanded.55 Indeed much of the BAC role in orchestrating what became known as the “Cold War,” was designed entirely for the purpose of realizing Russell’s scheme for following the nuclear-weapons road to world government.

The next turning-point in this series of developments, was the death of Stalin. Stalin’s successors included those, such as N. Khrushchev, who were prepared to accept Russell’s option. The way for the change in Soviet views on Russell, was prepared by the role of U.S. Presidential candidate Dwight Eisenhower’s much-ballyhooed mission to Korea, and by the subsequent Eisenhower Administration’s dumping of madcap Senator Joe McCarthy. A complementary development, on the U.S. side, was the Eisenhower Administration’s

54. My associate, Dr. Jonathan Tennenbaum, has shown that the fact that “mere women” were not included in the Solvay Conference-linked cover-up of the fission story, created the situation in which it was leading women scientists of the 1920s and 1930s who supplied the initiative leading to the cracking of the uranium-fission story.
virtual moth-balling, supposedly for budgetary reasons, of General Medaris’ Huntsville rocket program. These developments lowered the previously superheated global strategic temperature sufficiently, that with Khrushchev’s consolidation of power, in 1955, four of Khrushchev’s representatives appeared to praise Russell and Russell’s ideas, at Russell’s London Conference of his World Parliamentarians for World Government organization. The mere fact of this London meeting already had immediate, historically profound reverberations on both sides of the Atlantic.

One of these reverberations, was the activation of John J. McCloy’s leading role in the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA). This featured, among the key roles, Stimson’s former acolyte McGeorge Bundy, and snarling like a nasty-tempered gnome under the ACDA table, Bundy’s protégé Henry A. Kissinger. The project was conducted as a project of BAC’s New York Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), where William Yandell Elliott-trained, Rockefeller-and Bundy-sponsored Kissinger was deployed, fresh from London, to serve under CFR’s George Franklin. As a reflection of Bundy’s sponsorship, Kissinger’s name was the one tacked on the ACDA project’s CFR book, *Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy.* Thus, Bertrand Russell had given agent influence, rage-ball Henry Kissinger, his most curious rebirth, as a future diplomat!

Meanwhile, the more important developments were occurring in a direct outgrowth of the 1955 London Conference of Russell’s World Parliamentarians for World Government, the series of so-called Pugwash Conferences.

The most important of these conferences was the 1958 Second Pugwash Conference, held in Quebec. The keynote speaker of that conference, was the same Russell surrogate, Leo Szilard, who, with Eugene Wigner, had been a key figure in the authorship of Albert Einstein’s letter to FDR. Some better informed readers will recall, that it was Szilard’s role at the Second Pugwash Conference, which earned Szilard the fictionalized role of “Dr. Strangelove,” in the celebrated popular film of that name. It was the “doomsday” policy for nuclear weapons and arms control, which Szilard set forth in that speech, which is key to understanding such turns of modern history as the outcome of the 1962 Cuba Missiles Crisis, the strategic setting for the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, and the Warren Commission aftermath of that assassination. That speech is the key for reading and understanding what became known, under later Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, as the SALT I and the 1972 ABM treaties.

Two features of Szilard’s proposition delivered to that Quebec conference are historically crucial. First, Szilard looked forward to the early deployment of great flotillas of thermonuclear-armed strategic ballistic missiles. Second, Szilard demanded that no effective defense should be developed, by any nation, against such thermonuclear ballistic missile assaults. A plausible doomsday scenario! There you have all the essential elements of both SALT I and the ABM treaty, to the present day. There you see how “world government” was orchestrated through nuclear terror; compared to nuclear terrorists such as Wells, Russell, and Szilard, Nazi diplomat Ribbentrop was almost scrupulous.

Lackey Szilard, like his master Bertrand Russell, and H.G. Wells, too, was effectively, criminally insane; he was a utopian. He lived, like his master Russell, and like today’s one-world fanatic, Vice-President Al Gore, not in the real universe, but in a fantasy-world of science-fiction scenarios. Unlike the completely fantasy-ridden Gore, Szilard actually knew some science; but it was a sick science overall. In Szilard’s deteriorating mental condition, scraps of actual science were systemically polluted, more and more, as time went by, with intermixed elements with sheer witchcraft-like fantasies. Not much different from what most popular science-fiction writers, such as *Star Trek* do; but, the producers of *Star Trek* were not actually throwing nuclear doomsday weapons. In the mind of Szilard and his like, science and witchcraft were blended, without distinction from one another, to make the story turn out the way in which the wishful dreamer wished it to do. When that fantasy-stricken state of mind is brought to places such as the RAND Corporation strategic sandbox in which James R. Schlesinger and others used to play, the world could just be blown up some sudden day, all as a result of some group’s shared lunatic fantasy of the type Szilard presented to that Quebec conference.

The present-day real-life Principals Committee, built around Vice-President Gore, is also like that. The scenarios proffered jointly by Defense Secretary William Cohen, that character out of *Dr. Strangelove* known as General Henry H. Shelton, “Mad Meddling” Albright, and Gore’s evil mole Leon Fuhrer, have all the characteristics of a group of mentally-disturbed, bad-tempered, not too bright children, playing war in a Middle East sand-box, but using real nuclear and chemical weapons. A parallel case of the same type of utopian lunacy, is the way in which the Black-Scholes’ formula nearly blew the present financial world out of the Solar System, this past September 23rd. In such cases, the disaster which looms, is the result of combining lack of competence, even virtually total disregard for the real-life world in which they are playing sand-box games, with the radical-positivist utopian’s genre of disregard for actual reality. The result is typified by the

56. The assessment of Medaris, von Braun, et al., was that Huntsville had the capability of a Sputnik-like shot significantly prior to Sputnik’s launching. Once the Huntsville program was reactivated, after the successive flops of the Air Force and Navy programs, Huntsville’s success showed that it had been ready, essentially at about the time the program was temporarily mothballed. As might be said of the BAC-run, unconstitutional impeachment process, against President Clinton, conducted through the Congress’s Republican Party channels, never overlook the fact of dirty politics, including that of our own government, in the shaping of modern history.

popularization of such present-day pathologies as “information society,” “chaos theory,” and “systems analysis,” as expressed, in combined form, in the case of the Black-Scholes formula.

Some wag said, “Stop the world; I want to get off.” Gore’s Cabal in the Principals Committees says, like the Unabomber, “Stop the world, or I will blow it up.” Such was the Wall Street world-government Cabal around ACDA’s John J. McCloy, McGeorge Bundy, and Henry A. Kissinger, a Cabal which has come to be defined by its hyperventilated, constantly repeated, out-of-this-world litany, “weapons of mass destruction.” McCloy’s, Bundy’s, and Bertrand Russell’s coordinate roles, in the midst and aftermath of the 1962 Cuba Missiles Crisis, produced several direct results, which have shaped the main lines of world history since. These results include: the 1964-1972 official U.S. War in Indo-China; the policies which, until now, have fostered the spread of the New Age; and the New Age and ACDA-related policies, which have shaped, axiomatically, the process which led, from there to the present brink of disintegration of the world’s present financial system.

President Lincoln would have understood. Some pretty powerful, and ostensibly well-informed people were fooled by both the Berlin Wall crisis and the 1962 Cuba Missiles Crisis. Many, unfortunately, have remained fooled to the present day. They were fooled by the basic principle of the professional magician’s trick against his audience. They were so intent in watching what they were misled into believing were the actual leading issues of the occasion, that they were self-blinded to the way in which the trick worked.

They simply did not understand, many to the present day, what really happened back then. They were so befuddled by trying to discover who was winning the rigged competition being played out before them, that they overlooked the fact that the relevant magicians were not seeking to win that game; they, like the owners of a gambling house, were occupied with changing the rules by which the competing suckers play.

The real game, magician’s game, behind the game on stage, was, as it had been since the death of President Franklin Roosevelt: the British Empire, and its accomplices, regaining the British monarchy’s power against what had been Franklin Roosevelt’s victorious U.S.A., by playing the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union against one another, in what became a nuclear competition of these two nations against each other. The real game, which the BAC magicians played against both powers, was changing the rules of engagement, to ensure the debilitation and collapse of the essential institutions of the modern sovereign nation-state, to the effect that both the U.S. republic and Soviet Union would both be destroyed by world government. World government, under the British monarchy’s (e.g., BAC) domination, was intended to emerge as globally hegemonic.

Since then, to the present date, like H.G. Wells and Bertrand Russell earlier, these BAC circles have sought a change which would work to such an effect, that the sovereign nation-state institution would be eliminated from this planet forever. That was the conscious commitment of BAC’s John McCloy and his ACDA associates, during all of those developments in which he was involved during that period of his life, and former McCloy and Bundy flunky, Henry Kissinger, still today.

The intervention by world-government advocates McCloy, Bundy, Russell, et al. into the negotiations associated with the 1962 missiles-crisis and the months following, marked the end of the system of sovereign nation-states, as far as these BAC interests were concerned. Not so for President John Kennedy, as the prepared address he would have delivered in Dallas, had he lived, would have made clear.

It was on this same issue of national sovereignty versus world government through arms-control, that Henry Kissinger, booted out of his Kennedy White House consulting status, described the murdered President’s commitment to U.S. national sovereignty as a security risk, in much the same terms as the same Kissinger, later, threatened Italy’s Aldo Moro prior to the latter’s assassination. Similarly, Kissinger deployed against me personally, during August 1982-January 1983, over the three, combined issues: a) my role in exposing his own massively corrupt involvement, with Israel’s Ariel Sharon, in a Palestinian land-scam; b) the Mexico debt-crisis of 1982; and, c) what was to become named by President Ronald Reagan, soon, as the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), as I stated this, in my proposal on ballistic missile defense published in March 1982, the proposal which became the initial version of SDI policy just over a year later. It was my explicit assault on Kissinger’s world-government baby, in that March 1982 proposal, which prompted the still-reverberating E.O. 12333 secret-government operation of 1983-1989 against me and my associates. Persons of more clout than I, were either assassinated, as I was threatened during early October 1986, or faced repeated assassination threats, and later fraudulently concocted criminal charges, over the same strategic issues of my adversarial relationship to lackey Kissinger on the issues of strategic ballistic missile defense.

However, in order to bring down the sovereign nation-state itself, nuclear doomsday scenarios such as SALT I and the ABM treaty were not sufficient. For McCloy, Kissinger, et al., it was indispensable to eliminate society’s commitment to fostering of investment in scientific progress. As long as peoples understood that the welfare of the nation and its people depended upon those increases of the physical-economic productive powers of labor which can be obtained only through capital-intense, power-intensive modes of investment in scientific and technological progress, a nation and its people would defend the nation-state institution like tigers, even like a present-day Malaysian tiger defending its babies from predators such as George Soros and Al Gore.

Therefore the arms-control agreements set into motion by the 1962 Cuba Missiles Crisis negotiations, were combined